Preservation of Political Values Lies in Philosophy of Northwestern Europe and U. S., Prof. Humphrey Declares

"In a Contemporary Civilization Decaying," the subject of Professor Humphrey's first lecture delivered this morning to the public in the Main Hall of the College, and which I shall answer, my quest in the beginning of this lecture. It is, in many states contemporary civilization is in a decaying state. The policies of many of our present-day governments threaten the destruction of freedom. There are, in many instances offering any new civilization..." (Continued on page 3.)

Carillon artists meet in two-day conference

Program of Discussions, Dinners, and Recitals Held for the Furtherance of Carillonneur Art

The conference was opened by President Ogilvy who, played a well-appreciated selection on the Trinity Carillon, as he played here at Trinity during a meeting of the carillonneurs present. The carillonneur himself, has made a series of beautiful pictures which are given by a board elected from the Junior class—continuing through the first term of Senior year. The managing editor will be at all times most happy to receive communications, or any information about matters of interest to the students.

Second victory scored by strong Trinity team over Rensselaer, 27-0

Blue and Gold Take Advantage of Blocked Punts and Make Four Touchdowns

Rain slows up game

Visitors suffer repeated losses in futile attempts against stalwart line

Although hampered by a wet field, Trinity's powerful aggregation swept through Rensselaer's team on the home field Friday afternoon by a score of 27 to 6. Mickey Kobrosky's brilliant running accounted for two of the home team's tallies. Lou Kellam, Trinity's left tackle, scored from the fourteen-yard line on a wide end sweep, after receiving a lateral from Kobrosky. In the third quarter, Samplers scored from the three-yard line after carrying the ball for two consecutive times of a distance of twenty-three yards.

First half

In the first quarter, Trinity had two chances to score. Shortly after the ball was kicked off, Kobrosky kicked the ball on their twenty-yard line with Trinity in possession. A minute later, Trinity attempted the field goal, but it was blocked by a series of beautiful pictures which were given by the carillonneur himself. Kobrosky then went over through guard, Kaspert kicked the goal, bringing the score to 7 to 0 in Trinity's favor.

Later in the quarter, Trinity's second chance to score came when Kobrosky was charged with a safety by Rensselaer's safety man, Becker. Trinity recovered the ball on Rensselaer's twenty-yard line, while Kobrosky took it in and scored a touchdown.

Second half

The second quarter, through brilliant runs by Trues and Kellam, brought the ball to Rensselaer's thirty-three-yard line, while Kobrosky was charged by a series of beautiful pictures which were given by the carillonneur himself. Kobrosky then went through guard, Kaspert kicked the goal, bringing the score to 14 to 0.

After the half was over, the final quarter brought the ball to Rensselaer's thirty-three-yard line, while Kobrosky was charged by a series of beautiful pictures which were given by the carillonneur himself. Kobrosky then went through guard, Kaspert kicked the goal, bringing the score to 21 to 0 in Trinity's favor.

Final score

After the final quarter, the final score was Trinity 27, Rensselaer 0.
Beginning of the End
Of interest to many college men is the recent turn which the fraternity system at Yale has taken. The opening game was fired in the form of an announcement by the Alpha Delta Phi Chapter that it would take in no new men this year. Immediately following this came the withdrawal of the Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon from the Interfraternity Council and from the national fraternity. And now, those who wish "to know the score" left us, it will be a matter of only days before the entire fraternity system at New Haven is relegated to the past. The underlying causes of this break, which, it seems, has been looming over the Yale campus for several years, are all centered upon the increasing tendency of the houses in recent times to become social clubs rather than orchestras. The plan inaugurated in 1935, whereby all students were required to take at least ten meals a week, totaling in cost something like $5, at their respective houses of one of their chief sources of income. Even though the members took out the meal, the college itself bears the onus. In many cases, it has been obvious that this innovation could lead to a breakdown of the fraternity system, and it has. It is irreparable. Even the cheeriest optimist would make no encouraging predictions. When two strong houses such as Alpha Delta and Delta Upsilon are on the verge of disbanding, it is plain that the others will do anything but follow suit.

Team Play
There are eleven men on a football team. On every play of these men carries the ball, and the other ten try to clear the way. Yet every spectator has eyes only for that one man who is twisting and turning in an effort to throw off would-be tacklers and advance the ball as far as he can before he is downed.

There are eleven men on a football team and every man knows that he has ten other men to do and is chosen for his position because he can do it better than anyone else. It is the feeling of team-play which makes or breaks a man and new ideas of government, let's see how the system works out.

Inquiring Reporter
(Continued on page 6.)

Amherst's Hazing Rule
While on the subject of hazing and new ideas of government, let's see how the system works out.

"During the first six weeks of the college year the work that a freshman does around the dormitory house shall not exceed two hours a day. The total amount of time spent in hazing per week shall not exceed two hours. This amount of hazing per week may be divided into two equal sessions, and the first six weeks may be set aside, at which time the freshmen move out and keep out after midnight by their respective fraternities."

"All hazing shall be done on the fraternity grounds with the exception that Saturday night on which the freshmen may keep out after midnight.

"These rules shall be effective from the first day of classes until then when the instructors begin."
TRINITY TO ENCOUNTER STRONG WORCESTER TEAM

Blue and Gold Expected to Loos Aerial Attack if Weather Permits

Next Saturday the football team will travel to Worcester where it will play Worcester Tech on the latter's field. Stronger opposition than last week is expected in this game, as the Tech team is more powerful. Worcester Tech is held the varsity Athletic Conference at two touchdowns, losing by a 13 to 0 score, and the Trinity team will have a tough time in conquering an eleven fresh from so imposing an opponent.

Coach Jesse will probably stress blocking again in this week's practices. Either the varsity or the scrub line will scrimmage against the Tech team on Tuesday or Wednesday.

Practically the same team that gave us trouble last week will play against Worcester. Lindell hurt his side against the Tech, and his place at right end may be taken by Roach or Haight. R. Eigenbauer's field goal kept him out of the lineup, and, although it has kept him out of action as far as he should take over his position at left half, there is no sign of his returning.

Mr. Kellam LT Pfau

R. P. I. GAME

(Continued from page 1)

Trinity's kick was blocked as the half ended.

Second Half.

Trinity received the kickoff and through the brilliant blocking of Viney, the ball was at right end and may be taken by Roach or Haight. Ike Eigenbauer's field goal kept him out of the lineup, and, although it has kept him out of action as far as he should take over his position at left half, there is no sign of his returning.

Messrs. Fisher, Strelem and Walker must have done a fine job of the blocking. A resident of Broad Street who did not attend the game was overheard remarking that he thought the fourth game of the World Series was being played at Trinity Field, such was the del. Let's keep it up!

The scrappy men from Troy made about as much headway against the strong, experienced players of the Lutherans from Hartwick the week before, which was practically nothing. They did put up a mighty fight and force late in the game, however. * * *

The grand total of 86 points amassed by Trinity in the first two games this fall surpass already the marks set up for the entire seasons of 1931, 1932 and 1933! In 1931 Trinity scored 57 for the two-game campaign. In 1932 and 1938 the respective marks were 60 and 62.

* * *

We have to go on record for calling anyone a liar, but what can you say for the Hartford Courant reporter who continued to refer to Trinity as the "Blue and Gold" throughout Saturday's mud battle?

Any bouquet we may still have left we want to throw in the path of "Sis" Sampers. The steady fallback defense woman out there all afternoon and was always remembered as she looked, literally rolled up in a ball his pinning-plug layout as he weat tumbling through the center of the Rensselaer line again and again.

R. P. I. Side-effects

The thought of this game was again ideal for an intercollegiate rivalry contest. In fact many of the spectators seemed to have even more difficulty in following the ball than the players themselves.

"Mickey" Kobrisky, as usual, gave a brilliant performance and rapped the opponent flat on the ground. The Bobcats' quarterback was playing in the side of the R. P. I. secondary. At one part of the fray the reporters were directed by him for one of the Engineer backs.

How Future Rivals Fared.

All of Trinity's opponents were in action over the week-end. Wesleyan and Connecticut State faced each other, the Cardinals scoring by 14-0. Coast Guard and Worcester Tech also met on the same gridiron, with the latter's highly-touted "Kaydets" taking the long end of a 13-9 decision. Vermont, fifth remaining rival on the schedule, proved too strong and defeated Dartmouth eleven, 32-6. The Green Mountainites were playing out of their class, however.

Here Are A Few for Your Scrapbook.

Did you know that—Jack Maher, popular varsity football captain, once played with theObsidian 200-lb. boxer in Philadelphia? Terry Mowbray, equally proficient in football and track, was a prep school track star in 1931, 1932 and 1933! In 1931 he gained considerable renown as a track ace at the University of Pennsylvania. Did you know that—Jack Maher, popular varsity football captain, once played with the

Suits and Tops

SUITS AND TOPCOATS

ALL FAVORITES ADVANCE IN TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Parsons, Harris, Freshmen, Seen As Possible Winners from Seeded Players

The annual Fall Tennis Tournament which commenced last week entered its secondary stage as the first and second rounds were completed. The seeded players all came through with ease victories over their first-round opponents, but anticipate stiff opposition in the later rounds.

Perhaps the highlight of the competition so far was the good showing of two freshmen, Parsons and Harris. Such form was exhibited by both new men as they advanced with easy victories. They will probably give plenty of trouble to the other seeded players.

The scores of the first round matches were:

Stein defeated Tattersall-6-0, 6-0.
Stroms defeated Anderson-6-0, 6-0.
Martins defeated Mountford-6-2, 6-0.
Soile defeated Congreve-4-2, 6-6.
Barsrows defeated Hollins (default).
T. Hagerty defeated Genata-6-7, 6-2.
R. Field defeated Bales-6-2, 6-2.
Woodbury defeated Tyng-4-4, 6-4.
Mowbray defeated Corse-6-0, 6-1.
Parsons defeated O'Bryon-6-3, 11-9.

J. F. Johnson defeated E. French-6-0, 6-0.
Haskill defeated Law (default).
Walter defeated Sinclair (default).
Wilson defeated Randle-6-0, 6-0.
Second Round (Incomplete):
B. E. Denhoff defeated Hock-6-4, 6-1.
Harris defeated Older (default).
Parsons defeated Haskill-6-3, 5-7.
L. Wilson defeated L. Walker-6-0, 6-0.
B. Shaw defeated R. Laut-6-0, 6-0.
C. Clark defeated Fanning-6-2, 4-6.
Chapman defeated R. Patton-6-4, 6-3.
A. Hall defeated L. Hall-3-6, 6-3, 6-4.

TRINITY MEN FAVOR HOTEL BOND BARBER SHOP

The Best is None Too Good—Hardly Good Enough

The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Company Printers and Bookbinders

86 Trumbull Street, Hartford, Conn.

The COLLEGE STORE

The Place of Accommodation

M. W. SCHEIB, Proprietor

4 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

Baldwin-Stewart Electric Company

Electrical Contractors

210 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.

Pianos, Home Movie, Camera Films

WATKINS BROTHERS, INC.

241 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

TRINITY DEPARTMENT STORE

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

APPEAL FOR FALL EMBRACES THE VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF STYLE AND THE STANDARD QUALITY SO DEFINITELY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS HOUSE. ASSORTMENTS ARE NOT COMPREHENSIVE. INSTEAD, SPECIAL FEATURES ARE EXCEPTIONALLY ATTRACTIVE AND THE MODELS ARE CORRECT AND IN ACCORD WITH CURRENT TRENDS.

SUITES AND TOPCOATS

INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED, BOXED-TO-THE-DOORS

40 - $45 - $50

E X H I B I T I O N

AT HOTEL BOND, Hartford, Conn.

Wednesday, October Tenth

MARTIN ROSE, Representative

CALLING COLLEGE STUDENTS!

NEW FALL SHOES

Expected Color Leathers. 1934 Style.

LOWEST PRICE IN YEARS.$2.85.

The 1934 Brown and Grey Duckshoes are in.

Men's, Men's Special, Women's Special.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Price Range-$2.85 to $7.50.

PACKARDBOOT SHOP

J. D. Bailey, Altsy Theatre.
and while we’re talking about cigarettes

I don’t suppose you were ever in a warehouse where they were storing bags of tobacco. Anyway here’s something interesting: Liggett & Myers, the people who make Chesterfields, have about 4½ miles of storage warehouses where they age the tobacco.

Down South where they grow tobacco folks say... It’s no wonder so many people smoke Chesterfields. The tobaccos are mild and ripe to start with, and then they’re aged the right way to make a milder, better-tasting cigarette.

a good cigarette gives you a lot of pleasure—

Chesterfield

the cigarette that’s MINDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

FRATERNITY NEWS

Four fraternities have tentatively planned dances to be given after the Wesleyan game on November 5. Psi Upsilon and Alpha Chi Rho are planning to have tea dances, and Delta Kappa Epsilon and Delta Phi will give dinners in the evening.

Last Wednesday evening Territt B. Morrow, ’35 of St. George’s, Bermuda, was formally initiated into the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity. The house also has pledged Sturges Shields, ’38, of New York City.

An informal tea was given at Psi Upsilon after the Trinity-Rensselaer game. About fifteen guests were present.

On Friday, October 12, the Sigma Nu Fraternity will hold its third annual pledge smoker, to which the pledges of all the fraternities will be invited. Ray Hedges, president of the Sigma Nu freshman delegation, will officiate, and Herbert Todd, ’35, will entertain with an exhibition of magic.

YOUR EFFICIENCY

depends upon your health. Your health can be maintained by the use of Good Clean Safe MILK.

The Bryant & Chapman Co.
Harford, Conn.

Soccer Team to Meet
St. Stephen’s Saturday

The Soccer Team begins its schedule next Saturday, when it meets St. Stephen’s at its home field. The following consecutive Saturdays it will meet Massachusetts State and Connecticut State at Hartford, and Wesleyan at Middletown. A practice game with Weathersfield was played yesterday.

The team this year looks fairly strong with the exception of the wings, which need more development. Coach McCord is experimenting at present and as yet has not determined any definite line-up. He has a large squad with which to work, consisting of: W. Warner and C. Winker for goals; R. Motien, A. R. Ondedork, R. F. Blake, A. E. Haskell, A. B. Hall for fullbacks; F. F. Schirn, N. Hubbard, J. S. Young, R. H. Dextor, W. J. Lukay, W. O’Bryan, L. B. Russell for halfbacks; and Terry Morrow for center; L. Warren, J. Banks, Hull, B. O’Connor, T. Ireland, J. H. Hill, D. J. Chapp, D. Cunningham for forwards.

CARRILLONEURS HERE.

(Continued from page 1.)

pressed various opinions as to what music should and should not be played. Plans were discussed for another meeting with the possibility of the formation of an association of carillonneurs. It was finally decided to appoint a committee to select the time and place of a later meeting and to prepare a list of those to whom invitations should be sent. Those serving on the committee are Hon. William Gorham Rice, Percival Price, Edward Gammons, Kamel Lefevre of Riverside Church, New York, Bryan Barker of Moravians Academy, and President Ogilby. The carillonneurs then visited the Trinity College Chapel, inspecting the carillon and was at his best in the rendition of Flemish folk songs.

(Continued on page 5.)

Three-Team League Formed
of Freshmen, 2nd Varsity

The Freshman Football Squad has been divided into two teams—the Whites and the Golds—instead of three teams as was announced previously. A league will be made up of three of these teams and the Varsity Seconds, each of the teams in the league playing each other of the teams twice. These games will be held on Monday and Friday, the first one being Monday, October 9, between the Freshman Golds and the Varsity Seconds. On Friday the Whites will meet the Golds, while a week from Monday will see the Whites fighting it out with the Varsity Seconds. Although the quarters of these games are to be only eight minutes each, they will be regulation in every other respect, as there is to be no avoiding of the sidelines. Each Freshman team will have at least one substitute for each specific position, and it is promised that all these reserves will see action. Through this series of contests Coach Phippen expects to be able to pick out the best Freshman for each position, who will then be trained together on an All-Star Freshman Team for one week in preparation for the annual struggle with the Wesleyan Freshmen.

THE HEUBLEIN HOTEL

A most satisfying Hotel, catering to a Select Clientele.

Rates Reasonable.

CLIFFORD D. PERKINS, Prop.
In the manufacture of Granger Rough Cut Pipe Tobacco the Wellman Process is used.

The Wellman Process is different from any other process or method and we believe it gives more enjoyment to pipe smokers.

...it makes the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma...it makes the tobacco act right in a pipe—burn slower and smoke cooler...it makes the tobacco milder...it leaves a clean dry ash—no soggy residue or bed in the pipe bowl.

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

We wish in some way we could get every man who smokes a pipe to just try Granger.

LIBRARY NOTES

During the summer the Trustees of the college had shelving built in the basement underneath the offices. All the government manuscripts were moved to these new shelves and considerable space created upstairs. This space is expected to take care of the natural growth of the library for the next few years.

CARILLONNERS HERE.

(Continued from page 4.)

Plumbers' Garage, Inc.

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

Plimpton's

Stationers Engravers Printers

PROGRAM PRINTING

CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

ARMORY GARAGE, INC.

252 BROAD STREET

Phone

Open Day and Night

The Hartford Market

The Finest of all Food Products

Cor. Main and Mulberry Streets
How Refreshing!

They Taste Better

The clean Center Leaves — these are the mildest leaves

They Cost More

"It's toasted"

Class attendance, hours, credits and other features of college education have been abolished under the program announced by John Brewer, thirty-five-year-young president of the institution. Instead the students will use mornings for study, moons for athletics and evenings for organized debates, discussions and social affairs. Professors will be tutors. The new system, avers the Prexy, puts the business of obtaining an education strictly up to the students as it ought to be.

Expressions of student (resident) opinion was taken for granted, we guess.

That's California

How would you like to be ordered to sojourn in a sorority house for a few days? (No signed replies will be printed by this column for your protection on the legal grounds that they just might serve to incriminate.)

At any rate the United Press releases that four University of California men students were quarantined along with a levy of nineteen (19) co-eds in the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority house recently when one of the girls contracted scarlet fever.

Unperturbed by university regulations that men cannot remain in sorority houses after 10 p.m., the health officer insisted that they stay.

The lucky four men, all fraternity brothers, were being employed as bus boys and waiters at the start of a "weekend" at the House. They had theirLuckies use only clean center leaves — for the clean leaves are the mildest leaves — they cost more — they taste better.

more stars, the Carnegie Report notwithstanding.

We just hadn't fully realized that the proud Far Westerners would take their surprise Rose Bowl defeat at the hands of the plucky Columbia Lions quite so seriously. And to think that the Blue and White Morningside Heights boys were not even champions, only a good "representative" Eastern team.

Night School at Wisconsin

One can hardly imagine a night club in the very "backyard" of a college, yet such actually is the situation at the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

Seeking an answer to the problem of providing a student recreational center which will keep large numbers of the good-time seeking collegians on the campus and out of roadhouses and cabarets (they must have heard of the Bond and the Patio even way out there), the university authorities operated their own night club on week-end evenings during the past year. Wisconsin's ruckuskeller is done in the Heidelberg manner and is one of the points of scenic interest of the locality. For the fall and winter evenings there will be a floor show, light-

Copyright, 1934, The Hartford Courant

Hartford Alumni Drive for Funds to Equip Lab.

Planning for the new science building are going right ahead, according to Professor Kriebel. The committee of fifty local alumni, whose object is to raise as much of the $100,000 needed for equipment as possible in Hartford, have brought out a folder explaining the reason and the purpose of the drive now under way. These folders will be available this week at the College office.